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Abstract: A new primary frequency controller in power grids undergoing massive wind power
penetration is the focus of this paper. The inescapable problem in a largely wind penetrated power
grid is to ensure the maintenance of its frequency in the nominal band prescribed by the power
system operator (PSO). However, with the massive arrival of wind farms with conventional control
schemes, the operation of maintaining and restoring the frequency to the regulatory regimes remains
very complicated. In order to overcome the above problem, this paper proposes a new strategy for
primary frequency control in power grids using model predictive control (MPC) for a multi-cluster
doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)-based wind farm (WF), with a main objective of reducing
the frequency nadir (FN), eliminating the second frequency dip (SFD), and providing the optimal
support during wind speed variations. In this approach, a rolling prediction and optimization control
strategy is developed based on the dynamic power system model to ideally predict the additional
power to be provided. Moreover, in order to avoid second frequency dips, the wind turbines (WTs)
are not allocated to extract additional power from the grid during the frequency event, the rotor
speeds are not recovered to the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) operating points during
the primary frequency control. The performance of the proposed controller was evaluated using a
two-zone electrical system in MATLAB/Simulink®. The obtained results disclose that the frequency
nadir is enhanced with more than 6.1% compared to the conventional schemes. In addition, the
frequency response settling time has been improved with more than 10.51 s.

Keywords: power grid; primary frequency control; DFIG-based wind farm; inertial control; predictive
control

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, a massive influx of large wind farms has taken place
all over the world, and huge offshore wind farms have been especially integrated into
power grids [1]. This introduces more and more adverse effects on the stability of the
power system. One of the toughest issues faced is the impact of wind power generation on
frequency control.

1.1. Literature Review

Power frequency control for wind farms so that they can be connected to the grid is a
fundamental requirement in most countries around the world [2,3]. In the United Kingdom,
the PSO requires a frequency droop in the 3 and 5% band for primary frequency control,
while in Canada, a minimum 10% increase in active power during frequency events is
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required by the Independent Electricity System Operator. In Denmark, wind farms are
required to adjust their output in the range of 10 to 100% during power events. EirGrid in
Ireland requires a 15% reduction in active power during over-frequency events [2].

The literature review shows that a variety of research works have suggested a mul-
titude of control strategies emulating the natural inertia of synchronous generators in
WTs in order to mitigate frequency fluctuations during the most severe power system
events. Indeed, studies in [4,5] have pointed out the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF)
is significantly reduced by WT providing emulated inertial response. It is also shown that
inertia emulation in WTs and droop control result in lower FN and faster recovery of the
established frequency regime [6,7]. A combined control action of inertia emulation and the
droop control method significantly improves the frequency response [8,9].

To achieve the contribution to frequency control, WTs increase or decrease their power
outputs. This is achieved by operating the wind turbine in a deloaded operating point
by reducing its pitch angle [3,7–10]. Meanwhile, this technique is recommended only for
small and medium-sized wind turbines since the actuator time constant becomes large
with increasing generator size, which adversely affects the frequency response. Thus,
other studies have proposed to operate WTs at both suboptimal speed points [11,12].
Practically, frequency controllers based on wind turbine speed control have been shown
to provide faster responses to system frequency [13]. However, all of these techniques
introduce considerable loss given that they continuously operate generators at suboptimal
points even before the frequency event. This means that the cash flow of the PSO is
severely impaired.

In the same impetus, classical proportional integral (PID) and fractional order control
have been proposed for angle of attack tuning and to improve the frequency response [14,15].
Fuzzy logic has also been used to solve the primary frequency tuning problem [16,17],
but the results are highly dependent on the controller parameter settings. In addition, the
studies in [18,19] develop a model predictive scheme to control the active power of the WF
participating in primary frequency control. The development has been extended to a highly
simplified power grid model that does not consider all elements of the power system. In
the same perspective, interesting results have been obtained in [20,21], these studies used
metaheuristic algorithms to build an optimized virtual rotor controller for energy systems
connected to islanded microgrids. Table 1 synthesizes the strengths and weaknesses of the
proposed control strategies in the literature.

Table 1. Control strategies for primary frequency control comparison.

Control Advantages Disadvantages SFD
Consideration Ref

Inertial
control

- Easy to implement.
- Low computation

rate.

- Dependence of the
ROCOF and Kin.

- Slow response.
No [22]

[23]

Droop
control

- Easy to implement.
- Low computation

rate.

- Dependence of the
Droop and KD.

- Slow response.
No

[7]
[24]
[25]
[26]

Combined
control &
Variable
Droop

- Easy to implement.
- Low computation

rate.

- Dependence of the
ROCOF and Droop.

- Tuning of KD and
Kin is mandatory.

No

[12]
[27]
[28]
[29]

PID-
Fuzzy

- Relatively easy to
implement.

- Moderated
computation rate.

- Tuning of KP and
KI is mandatory.

- Hard definition of
control rules.

No [30]
[31]
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Table 1. Cont.

Control Advantages Disadvantages SFD
Consideration Ref

Fuzzy
Logic

- Relatively easy to
implement.

- Moderated
computation rate.

- Tuning of KP and
KI is mandatory.

- Hard definition of
control rules.

No

[17]
[32]
[33]
[34]

MPC
Control

- The consideration
of control
constraints.

- The output is
optimally
calculated.

- Advanced level of
control difficulty.

- Heavy
computations are
involved.

Yes Proposed

1.2. Research Motivations

To design an optimal controller to addresses the drawbacks discussed in the literature
review, it is legitimate to think of a control law producing an optimal output from a
minimization of the quadratic cost function based on the dynamic model of the multi-zone
power system and with various clusters of WTs operating at different wind speeds. The
MPC technique considers the constraints on the output frequency deviation and load
variation to compute the optimal control signal, as well as the constraints on the control
signal. Indeed, a fast control strategy to increase the FN near the settlement frequency
while ensuring the stable operation of the DFIG-based WTS under varying wind and
load conditions is the objective of this paper. This objective is achieved through a novel
MPC-based control scheme in which speeds are not rolled back to MPPT operating points
during the primary frequency event support. The MPC controller measures the frequency
deviation ∆ f as an input and calculates the additional power based on the spatial state
model of the power system frequency response. When the frequency stabilizes, ∆ f does
not cancel, the controller prevents the speed from recovering. In fact, the DFIG speed
automatically recovers when the frequency is in its nominal band during the secondary
frequency control; therefore, the MPC-based frequency control releases more deceleration
kinetic energy compared to the generic control strategies. In addition, the FN in the
proposed MPC control scheme is increased to be close to the establishment frequency
without worrying about the SFD.

1.3. Contribution and Paper Organization

The main contributions of the proposed MPC-based fast frequency control are summa-
rized as follows:

• The FN is improved with more than 6.1% to be close to the settling frequency under
all clusters wind and overload conditions, without SFD. This has never been achieved
with existing conventional schemes, to our knowledge.

• In order to meet the PSO requirements, the stabilization time to reach the new steady
state frequency is significantly improved. It has been improved by more than 10.51 s
compared to conventional schemes.

• No electrical energy is required by the WTs to return the rotational speeds to the MPPT
operating points during the frequency event, which positively improves the behavior
of the power system with the proposed controller.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 illustrates the theoretical
modeling of the WTs, Section 3 details the proposed controller, In Section 4, the obtained
results are discussed. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the conclusion.
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2. Model of a DFIG-Based WT
2.1. Wind Turbine Model

The output power of a WT is expressed as follows [29]:

Pm =
1
2

ρACp(λ, β)V3
ω (1)

where ρ is the air density (in kg/m3) and A is the section formulated by the turbine blades
(in m2). The power conversion coefficient, denoted by Cp, is a function of two variables:
the turbine pitch angle, measured in degrees, and the tip–speed ratio (TSR). The expression
for λ is given by:

λ =
ωrR
Vω

(2)

The parameters ωr and R represent, respectively, the rotational speed of the shaft
(in rad/s), and the radius formed by the turbine blades (in m). The power conversion
coefficient Cp is a nonlinear function of the turbine pitch angle (in degrees) and the tip–
speed ratio λ, which is defined as the ratio of the speed of the blade tips to the speed of
the wind that drives them. It is noteworthy that the coefficient Cp has a specific maximum
value at a particular tip–speed ratio λOpt.

To characterize the performance of a wind turbine, a generalized equation is employed
to model the power conversion coefficient Cp(λ, β). This equation is expressed as follows:

Cp(λ, β) = c1

(
c2

λi
− c3β− c4

)
e
(
− c5

λi

)
+ c6λ (3)

1
λi

=
1

λ + 0.08β
− 0.035

β3 + 1

where c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6 represent the WT’s manufacturer aerodynamic power coefficients.
In order to extract the optimal power that can be served by the WTs for given wind

conditions, the speed controller operates with the MPPT characteristic depicted in Figure 1,
which can be expressed by Equation (5), where KOpt is the optimal coefficient for the MPPT,
whose value is given in Table A3.

According to the characteristic in Figure 1, the segment A− B aligns with the starting
zone, and the turbine is engaged in this zone. In the segment B− C, which is called the
optimal zone, the controller adjusts the rotational speed by regulating DFIG′ rotor current,
and then modifies the power extracted from the turbine. Finally, in the C− D segment,
the speed is maintained nearly unchanged until the power attains its rated value. Beyond
point D, the generator can no longer increase its power for protection reasons, and the pitch
angle controller performs control maneuvers, which saturates the power output.

Pm =


KOptω

3
0

(ω0−ωrmin)
(ωr −ωrmin) , ωrmin ≤ ωr < ω0

KOptω
3
r , ω0 ≤ ωr ≤ ω1

Pmax−KOptω
3
1

(ωrmax−ω1)
(ωr −ωrmax) , ω1 < ωr ≤ ωrmax

(4)
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Figure 1. WT power characteristics with β = 0° and at different wind speeds; bold red (MPPT curve),
bold blue and black (Shifted optimal power point tracking (OPPT) curves).

2.2. Power Reserve Deployment Requirements for Primary Frequency Control

Figure 2 portrays the basis of power system frequency behavior following a sudden
loss of energy production or following an overloading event; it also illustrates the involved
energy reserve levels. The grid frequency begins to drop, and only the instantaneous inertia
reserves of the synchronous generators can renew the power balance in the system. Once
a specific activation frequency is attained, the primary power reserves are triggered, this
escalates the mechanical power of the generators until a different balance between the
required electrical power and the generated mechanical power is reached. At this point,
the frequency stops falling, it stabilizes on a new threshold below its nominal value.

Moreover, the FN and settling frequency are greatly determined by the slope of the
frequency droop characteristic [35,36], the slower the response of the synchronous generator
controller, the lower the FN.

The deployment of the secondary reserves rectifies the frequency levels to standard
operational parameters, which triggers the deactivation of the primary reserves. The sec-
ondary reserves are implemented until they are wholly taken over by the tertiary reserves.

Figure 2. Concepts definition (The designated values for time frames and frequencies comply with
the recommendations of ENTSO-E) [37].

2.3. Emulation of Inertial Response in a DFIG-Based WT

It is possible that a DFIG-based WTS emulates the inertial response of traditional
synchronous generators, since each rotating mass generates kinetic energy as it decelerates.
To reach this target, it is essential to make some modifications to control scheme. In the
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aerodynamic characteristic of the DFIG-based WTS depicted in Figure 1, if the WT is only
governed by the MPPT control curve and then an underfrequency event happens (e.g., due
to a sudden overloading in the power grid or by loss of a generation unit); the conventional
SGs are then called to raise their power production by making use of the primary energy
reserves available—this will result in reducing the imbalance between the requested active
power and the produced power.

The PSO requirements require WTS to participate in supporting grid contingencies;
they are required to increase their output active power by moving immediately from the
MPPT operating point located at E, to somewhere around point F in the left shifted MPPT
as shown in Figure 1. Operating at point F will support the demand in active power and
reduce the suffered imbalance. The active power demanded in F exceeds the mechanical
power that can be delivered by the WT for the actual wind conditions; this will trigger rotor
deceleration to the equilibrium point G (ωr0→ωr1). Throughout the (E–F–G) operation
process, the DFIG-WT has been giving away a portion of its stored kinetic energy to reduce
the FN. Although, going forward, it is working at a sub-optimal point G; the process of
recovering the active power reference signal to its maximum point PE will occur during the
secondary frequency regulation, passing by PG′ . Likewise, during the over-frequency event,
the DFIG-WT inertial response describes the path (E–H–I–I’), except that this time, the
rotor speed is restored to the MPPT point E directly at the end of the frequency disturbance.

It is infeasible to limit the deviation between the FN and the settling frequency if only
the MPPT controller is operated. This is due to the fact that the speed recovery inevitably
consumes additional energy from power grid to accelerate the turbine into MPPT point. In
the MPC-based frequency control strategy, the FN is raised closer to the settling frequency
since no speed recovery is allocated.

In the additional ∆ f loop proposed in [38,39], the frequency responses remain limited.
For good results, the MPPT and ∆ f components are combined in the MPC-based frequency
control strategy. Indeed, with the MPPT curve, the power reference will moderately
decrease with the DFIG-WT deceleration, making the DFIG-WT behavior sufficiently
stable. As depicted in Figure 1, during frequency support, the OPPT power curve used for
limitation decreases with ωr from point F to point G. When supporting the frequency in
the F–G segment, the controller inherits MPPT proprieties, it has the privilege to adapt its
operating point if the wind conditions change.

The analysis conducted above shows that the proposed controller allows the WTS
power to decrease and stabilize smoothly at the power point G without introducing oscilla-
tions in the power system frequency, which cannot be provided by conventional SGs with
highly oscillating characteristics.

3. Model Predictive Control for DFIG Supporting Frequency Control
3.1. DFIG Model

In stator voltage oriented control, the d axis of the dq reference frame is selected to carry
the mains voltage vector −→vs , and the rotating reference frame dq, rotates at the synchronous
speed ωs of the stator voltage. The DFIG dynamic equations are given by [40,41]:

vk
s(t) = Rsik

s (t) +
d
dt

φk
s (t) + ωs(t)Jφk

s (t)

vk
r (t) = Rrik

r (t) +
d
dt

φk
r (t) + ωsl(t)Jφk

r (t)
(5)

where, J =
[

0 −1
1 0

]
, ωsl(t) = ωs(t)− ωr(t) is the angular sliding pulsation, the vector

xk(t) denotes the dq attributes of each variable, it is given by xk = (xd, xq)T .
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The stator and rotor flux linkages are represented as [40,41]:
φk

s (t) = Lsik
s (t) + Lmik

r (t)

φk
r (t) = Lrik

r (t) + Lmik
s (t)

(6)

The magnitude of the stator voltage d-axis component vd
s is identical to vs while the

q-axis element vq
s is constantly maintained at zero, vd

s (t) = ||vs(t)|| and vq
s (t) = 0. The

replacement of the value of φk
r (t) from Equation (6) to Equation (5) results in the expression

of the rotor voltages as vk
r (t), as shown in Equation (7).

vk
r (t) = Rrik

r (t) + σLr
d
dt

ik
r (t) +

Lm

Ls

d
dt

φk
s (t) + ωsl(t)σLrJik

r (t) + ωsl(t)
Lm

Ls
Jik

s (t) (7)

where σ = 1− L2
m

LsLr
represents the DFIG leakage coefficient.

The expressions for the derivatives of the rotor currents are obtained in Equation (8).
This is achieved with the aim of achieving current control.

d
dt

id
r (t) =

1
σLsLr

[
−Rr Lsid

r (t) + (ωsl(t)LsLr −ωs(t)L2
m)i

q
r (t) + RsLmid

s (t)−ωr(t)LmLsiq
s (t) + Lsvd

r (t)− Lmvd
s (t)

]
d
dt

iq
r (t) =

1
σLsLr

[
−Rr Lsiq

r (t) + (ωsl(t)LsLr −ωs(t)L2
m)id

r (t) + RsLmiq
s (t) + ωr(t)LmLsid

s (t) + Lsvq
r (t)− Lmvq

s (t)
] (8)

The DFIG’s rotor currents can be acquired directly from Equation (9) [42].
id
r (t) = −

2
3

Ls

Lmvd
s (t)

Ps(t)

iq
r (t) =

2
3

Ls

Lmvd
s (t)

Qs(t)−
vd

s (t)
ωs(t)Lm

(9)

where, Ps(t) and Qs(t) denote the DFIG’s active and reactive powers, respectively.

3.2. RL Filter and Inverter Models

In the dq rotating frame, the RL filter model can be written as follows [42]:

vk
s(t) = R f ik

f (t) + L f
d
dt

ik
f (t) + ωs(t)L f Jik

f (t) + vk
f (t) (10)

The expressions for the derivatives of the filter current are derived in Equation (11).
d
dt

id
f (t) =

[
−

R f

L f
id

f (t) + ωs(t)i
q
f (t) +

1
L f

(vd
s (t)− vd

f (t))

]
d
dt

iq
f (t) =

[
−

R f

L f
id

f (t)−ωs(t)id
f (t) +

1
L f

(vq
s (t)− vq

f (t))

] (11)

In the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT)-based three-phase voltage inverter
illustrated in Figure 3, current can flow in both directions through six bi-directional switches
(that can be controlled to be on or off) and anti-parallel diodes. All components are treated
as ideal switches.

The switch states allow for expressing the voltages as:van
vbn
vcn

 =
vdc
3

 2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2

Sa
Sb
Sc

 (12)

By coding the possible switching of the IGBT switches using three states (Sa, Sb, Sc), it
becomes feasible to determine the voltage vector obtained in the stationary frame (α, β) for
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a particular switch combination. This information is then used to construct the switching
polygon as depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Structure of the three-phase voltage source inverter.

Figure 4. Switching pattern of the three-phase voltage source inverter.

3.3. Finite Control Set-Model Predictive Control (FCS-MPC) for DFIG-Based Wind Turbine

The direct Euler in Equation (13) discrete-time model is employed for predicting cur-
rents in the future sampling periods [42,43]. The DFIG P + P2 FCS-MPC discrete model at
the first future sampling period can be expressed as illustrated in Equations (14) and (15) [42]:[

d
dt

x(t)
]

t=tk

≈ Ax(tk) + Bu(tk) =
x(tk+1)− x(tk)

Ts
(13)

[
id
r (tk+1)

iq
r (tk+1)

]
=

[
1 0
0 1

][
id
r (tk)

iq
r (tk)

]
+ Ts

 − Rr

σLsLr

ωsl(tk)LsLr −ωs(tk)L2
m

LsLr

−ωsl(tk)LsLr −ωs(tk)L2
m

LsLr
− Rr

σLsLr

[id
r (tk)

iq
r (tk)

]

+
Ts

σLsLr

[
RsLm −ωr(tk)LmLs

ωr(tk)LmLs RsLm

]
+

Ts

σLr

[
vd

r (tk)
vq

r (tk)−

]
− TsLm

σLr

[
vd

s (tk)
vq

s (tk)

] (14)

[
id

f (tk+1)

iq
f (tk+1)

]
=

[
1 0
0 1

][id
f (tk)

iq
f (tk)

]
+ Ts

 −
R f

L f
ωs(tk)

−ωs(tk+1) −
R f

L f


[

id
f (tk)

iq
f (tk)

]
+

Ts

L f

[
vd

s (tk)
vq

s (tk)

]
− Ts

L f

[
vd

f (tk)

vq
f (tk)

]
(15)
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The model expressed by Equations (14) and (15) predicts the behavior of the DFIG
rotor currents at a single sampling time, these values are reproduced in the discrete model
to obtain the responses of the currents at two future sampling periods, the final model is
expressed by Equations (16) and (17) [42].

[
id
r (tk+2)

iq
r (tk+2)

]
=

[
1 0
0 1

][
id
r (tk+1)

iq
r (tk+1)

]
+ Ts

 − Rr

σLsLr

ωsl(tk+1)LsLr −ωs(tk+1)L2
m

LsLr

−ωsl(tk+1)LsLr −ωs(tk+1)L2
m

LsLr
− Rr

σLsLr

[id
r (tk+1)

iq
r (tk+1)

]

+
Ts

σLsLr

[
RsLm −ωr(tk+1)LmLs

ωr(tk+1)LmLs RsLm

]
+

Ts

σLr

[
vd

r (tk+1)
vq

r (tk+1)−

]
− TsLm

σLr

[
vd

s (tk+1)
vq

s (tk+1)

] (16)

[
id

f (tk+2)

iq
f (tk+2)

]
=

[
1 0
0 1

][id
f (tk+1)

iq
f (tk+1)

]
+ Ts

 −
R f

L f
ωs(tk+1)

−ωs(tk+1) −
R f

L f


[

id
f (tk+1)

iq
f (tk+1)

]
+

Ts

L f

[
vd

s (tk+1)
vq

s (tk+1)

]
− Ts

L f

[
vd

f (tk+1)

vq
f (tk+1)

]
(17)

Extrapolations to a single and two sampling steps use Equations (18) and (19) [42].

ik
re f (tk+1) = 3ik

re f (tk)− 3ik
re f (tk−1) + ik

re f (tk−2) (18)

ik
re f (tk+2) = 6ik

re f (tk)− 8ik
re f (tk−1) + 3ik

re f (tk−2) (19)

The best switching state is obtained by minimizing the objective function given in
Equation (20). The first part of g represents the currents absolute error, while the second
eliminates switching states resulting in exceeding the rated current of DFIG. The third term
reduces the switching frequency of power converters. The term λsw is set to 3.8× 10−7 for
the RSC and λsw = 1.5× 10−7 for the GSC [42].

Algorithm 1 and Figure 5 depict the proposed control scheme.

gRSC,GSC = |id
re f (tk+2)− id

p(tk+2)|+ |i
q
re f (tk+2)− iq

p(tk+2)|+


0 if

√
id
p(tk+2)2 + iq

p(tk+2)2 ≤ imax

+∞ if
√

id
p(tk+2)2 + iq

p(tk+2)2 > imax

+λsw ∑
x=a,b,c

(Sp
x(tk)− Sopt

x (tk))

(20)

Algorithm 1 FCS-MPC Rotor Currents Regulation Algorithm.

MEASUREMENT (xk∗
r (tk), xk∗

f (tk))

EXTRAPOLATION (xk∗
r (tk+2), xk∗

f (tk+2))

(xk∗
r (tk+2), xk∗

f (tk+2))← Equation (19).
MEASUREMENT (xk

r (tk), xk
f (tk))

PREDICTION (xkp
r (tk+2), xkp

f (tk+2))
for i = 1,. . . ,7
(xkp

r (tk+2) | x
kp
f (tk+2))← (Equation (16) | Equation (17)).

(gi−RSC | gi−GSC)← (Equation (20)).
end
fsw−RSC(tk)← min[gi−RSC]i=1,2,...,7
fsw−GSC(tk)← min[gi−GSC]i=1,2,...,7

RETURN fsw−RSC(tk), fsw−GSC(tk).
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Figure 5. DFIG-based WT overall control scheme.

3.4. Continuous Control Set-Model Predictive Control (CCS-MPC) for DFIG-Based Wind Turbine
Participation in Frequency Support

Currently, the WTS′ inertial response is obtained by introducing an additional power
control loop. During frequency events, this loop increases the WT output power to meet
power imbalance. The traditional controller consists of two separate loops, an artificial
inertial loop, proposed in [44], its output control signal is proportional to the frequency
derivative. The second loop is a droop-based characteristic, its control sets are proportional
to the frequency deviation [45]. The control scheme is shown in Figure 6 [46]. Kin is a
coefficient that scales the frequency derivative, whereas KD scales the frequency deviation.
A high-pass filter on the droop loop is used in order to eliminate continuous activation
of the control system by permanent frequency deviation and transient variations. Thus,
a low-pass filter is placed on the frequency differentiator loop with the aim of ensuring
that the frequency measurement noise does not affect the system. The requested power
is regulated by the rotor side converter (RSC) controller by adjusting the rotor current
id
r (tk). It is supplied as a deceleration kinetic energy. In this way, the WT emulates the

behavior of the traditional synchronous generator and virtually reinforce the total power
system inertia.

In order to overcome all the mentioned limitations, the MPC uses the power system
dynamics shown by Equation (21). The frequency deviation represents the frequency
controller input, while the additional active power reference is its output. The model of
frequency response illustrated in Figure 7 is composed of an active power response unit
based on MPC which is added to a rotor speed response unit according to traditional MPPT.
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Figure 6. Inertial controller. Upper section: MPPT control. Middle section: frequency droop control.
Lower section: inertia emulation.

 ∆ f (tk+1) = −
D

2H
∆ f (tk) +

1
2H

∆Pe(tk)

0 < ∆Pe(tk) ≤ POPPT − PMPPT

(21)

Figure 7. Kundur’s AC grid simulation system.

The power system dynamic model is a sole input and a sole output, according to
Equation (22) [47]. {

xm(tk+1) = Amxm(tk) + Bmu(tk)

y(tk) = Cmxm(tk) + Dmu(tk)
(22)

where u(tk) is the control variable, y(tk) is the system output, and xm(tk) is the state variable.
Subtracting both sides of Equation (22) leads to;

xm(tk+1)− xm(tk) = Am(xm(tk)− xm(tk−1))

+ Bm(u(tk)− u(tk−1)) (23)

The state and control variable differences are designated by
∆xm(tk+1) = xm(tk+1)− xm(tk);

∆xm(tk) = xm(tk)− xm(tk−1);

u(tk) = u(tk)− u(tk−1)

(24)

The state space model receives as input ∆u(tk). In order to attach ∆xm(tk) to the output
y(tk), a new vector containing state variables is defined as x(tk) =

[
∆xm(tk)

T y(tk)
]T

y(tk+1)− y(tk) = Cm(xm(tk)− xm(tk−1))

= Cm∆xm(tk+1) (25)

= CmAm∆xm(tk) + CmBm∆u(tk)
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This induces a new state space model, described in Equation (26).

x(tk+1)︷ ︸︸ ︷[
∆xm(tk+1)

y(tk+1)

]
=

A︷ ︸︸ ︷[
Am oT

m
CmAm CmBm

]
·

x(tk)︷ ︸︸ ︷[
∆xm(tk)

y(tk)

]

+

B︷ ︸︸ ︷[
Bm

CmBm

]
·∆u(tk)

y(tk) =

C︷ ︸︸ ︷[
om 1

]
·
[

∆xm(tk)
y(tk)

]
(26)

where, om =

n︷ ︸︸ ︷[
0 0 . . . 0

]
, n represents the state vector size. The augmented model

(A, B, C) is formulated based on the system parameters. At sampling time ki, ki > 0 the
state variable x(tki

) is directly measured, the current frequency information is provided by
the state variable x(tki

). The future control trajectory is denoted by

∆u(tki
), ∆u(tki+1), ∆u(tki+2), . . . , ∆u(tki+Nc−1)

where NC denotes the control horizon, and using the available x(tki
), the state variables

are predicted for a prediction horizon of NP. NP denotes the length of the optimization
window. The incoming state variables are denoted by

x(tki+1|tki
), x(tki+2|tki

), . . . , x(tki+m|tki
), . . . , x(tki+Np |tki

)

where x(tki+m|tki
) corresponds to the predicted state variable at tki+m with the available

x(tki
) information. Based on (A, B, C) the future control parameters and predicted states,

the incoming state variables are computed sequentially in a stepwise manner.

x(tki+1|tki
) = Ax(tki

) + B∆u(tki
)

x(tki+2|tki
) =Ax(tki+1|tki

) + B∆u(tki+1)

.

.

.

x(tki+NP |tki
) =ANP x(tki

) + ANP−1B∆u(tki
)

+ANP−2B∆u(tki+1) + B∆u(tki+1)+, . . . ,

+ANP−NC B∆u(tki+NC−1)

(27)



y(tki+1|tki
) = CAx(tki

) + CB∆u(tki
)

y(tki+2|tki
) =CA2x(tki

) + CAB∆u(tki
)

+CB∆u(tki+1)

y(tki+3|tki
) =CA3x(tki

) + CA2B∆u(tki
)

+CAB∆u(tki+1) + CB∆u(tki+1)

.

.

.

y(tki+NP |tki
) =CANP x(tki

) + CANP−1B∆u(tki
)

+CANP−2B∆u(tki+1) + B∆u(tki+1)+, . . . ,

+CANP−NC B∆u(tki+NC−1)

(28)
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x(tki+m) are formulated as information based on x(tki
) and ∆u(tki+j), where j =

0, 1, . . . NC − 1. Y and ∆U are defined as follows

Y =
[
y(tki+1|tki

), y(tki+2|tki
), . . . , y(tki+NP |tki

)
]T (29)

∆U =
[
∆u(tki+1|tki

), ∆u(tki+2|tki
), . . . , ∆u(tki+NP |tki

)
]T

Y and ∆U are NP and NC dimension. The final compact matrix form of the state
model is

Y = Fx(tki
) +φφφ∆U (30)

where;

F =



CA
CA2

CA3

.

.

.
CANP


(31)

φφφ =


CB 0 . . . 0

CAB CB . . . 0
CA2B CAB . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

CANP−1B CANP−2B . . . CANP−NC B


At tki

and a given reference r(tki
), the MPC reduces the discrepancy between the

predicted output and the reference. This is achieved by selecting the best ∆U control vector
that minimizes the error function. The data vector containing the setpoint is

RT
s =

NP︷ ︸︸ ︷[
1 1 . . . 1

]
r(tki

) = R̄̄R̄Rr(tki
)

The controller cost function J is defined by Equation (32).

J = (Rs −Y)T(Rs −Y) + ∆UTR̄̄R̄R∆U (32)

The first term consists of the squared error minimization, the significance of the value
of ∆U is captured by the second term. R̄̄R̄R is a diagonal matrix as R̄̄R̄R = rω INC xNC .

where rω represents the optimization parameter. It ensures the desired closed loop
performance. If rω = 0, the controller does not pay special attention to the output value of
∆U and only takes care of minimizing the error (Rs −Y)T(Rs −Y). In the case of a large rω ,
the ∆U values are smaller. To find the optimal ∆U that minimizes J, using Equation (30),
J becomes

J = (Rs − FFFx(tki
))T(Rs − FFFx(tki

))− 2∆UTφφφT

(Rs − FFFx(tki
))R̄̄R̄R∆U + ∆UT(φφφTφφφ + R̄̄R̄R)∆U (33)

The optimal solution for the control signal expressed by Equation (35) is obtained at
the point where ∂J

∂∆U = 0.

∂J
∂∆U

= −2φφφT(Rs − FFFx(tki
)) + 2(φφφTφφφ + R̄̄R̄R)∆U = 0 (34)
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∆U = (φφφTφφφ + R̄̄R̄R)−1φφφT(Rs − FFFx(tki
)) (35)

With the existence and uniqueness of the Hessian matrix (φφφTφφφ + R̄̄R̄R)−1, the control
signal can be calculated. Its optimal solution is related to the reference signal r(tki) and the
state variable x(tki)

as follows

∆U = (φφφTφφφ + R̄̄R̄R)−1φφφT(R̄̄R̄Rr(tki
)− FFFx(tki

)) (36)

Algorithm 2 illustrates the proposed control scheme for frequency support.
Since we are dealing with a controller that will have to equip each WT, the number

of clusters formulating the wind farm are not affecting the performance of the proposed
controller. However, the computational time is strongly impacted by the parameters Np
and Nc determining the control horizon chosen by the user.

Algorithm 2 CCS-MPC Frequency Control Algorithm.

SET (AmAmAm, BmBmBm, CmCmCm, NPNPNP, NCNCNC) and MEASURE (r(tki))
FORMULATION (FFF, φφφ, RsRsRs)

for i = 1,. . . ,NP

RsRsRs ←
NP︷ ︸︸ ︷[

1 1 . . . 1
]

r(tki
)

for j = 1,. . . ,NC
(FFF, φφφ)← Equation (31).
end

end
MINIMIZATION (JJJ)

∆U← (φφφTφφφ + R̄̄R̄R)−1φφφT(R̄̄R̄Rr(tki
)− FFFx(tki

)) Equation(36).

∆U(tki) ←
NC︷ ︸︸ ︷[

1 0 . . . 0
]

∆U.
RETURN U(tki) ← ∆U(tki) + U(tki−1).

4. Case Studies

The Kundur′s two-areas power grid model illustrated in Figure 7 [48] is used to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed MPC-based frequency control strategy.
Ref. [48] details the synchronous generators (SGs) and automatic voltage regulators (AVRs)
parameters. Furthermore, Figure 8 and Table 2 highlight the steam turbine governor
model and its relevant constants, respectively [48,49]. SGs use the Type PSS4C multi-band
power system stabilizer with the detailed model and parameters in [50]. Parameters of the
synchronous generators and loads are illustrated in Tables A1 and A2.

The DFIG-based WTS parameters are illustrated in Table A3. The WF consists
of three aggregated clusters consisting of 100 DFIG-based WTs of 1.5 MW each. A
20/230 kV − 900 MVA transformer station and a 10 km long 230 kV transmission line
connect the WF to the power grid.

Figure 1 shows the WT power characteristics, its input wind speed is 6 m/s, its rated
speed is 12 m/s, the operating window of the DFIG rotor speed is between 0.7 p.u and
1.2 p.u.

Nevertheless, it is reminded that the contribution of this paper aims only at primary
frequency control, no secondary frequency control means have been designed for SGs.

The performance of the proposed controller was evaluated under different wind with
load variation conditions. The frequency controller was tested over the entire operating
band of the DFIG to determine its stability. Three cases summarize this: operation with
wind speed of 8 m/s at Cluster 1, 9 m/s at Cluster 2, 11 m/s, at Cluster 3 and 160 MW
overload in the power grid. Furthermore, the controller was also tested during permanent
wind variations. The efficiency of the proposed MPC controller is compared with the
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generic combined inertial and droop control, in which R is set to 5% [26], and Kin is set to
2 ∗ H [1]. In addition, it is compared with the sectional droop controller, in which the droop
is dynamically adjusted according to Figure 9.

Figure 8. IEEE-G tandem compound steam turbine governor model.

Table 2. Parameters of The IEEE-G tandem compound steam turbine governor model.

KVHP KHP KIP KLP

0 0.36 0.36 0.28

TSC (s) TRH1 (s) TRH2 (s) TCO (s)

0.5 3.3 10 1

Figure 9. Conventional and sectional droop control. Scheme #1 [26] and Scheme #2 [28].

4.1. Case 1: Wind Speed of 8 m/s at Cluster 1, 9 m/s at Cluster 2, 11 m/s at Cluster 3 and 160 MW
Overload in the Power Grid

Figures 10 and 11 outline the obtained results during the simulation of case study 1.
Figure 10a show that with the proposed control scheme, the FN is arrested closely

to the settling frequency, the obtained FN for MPPT operation, scheme #1, scheme #2,
and the proposed scheme are evaluated to 49.8503, 49.8401, 49.8367, and 49.8324 Hz,
respectively. ∆ f is increased from −0.1676 to −0.1497 Hz as depicted in Figure 10b.
The overproduction ensured by scheme #1, scheme #2 are almost the same during the
initial stage, the overproduction is ensured for about 40s, then decreases rapidly with the
frequency settling until reaching a much lower level and leave for the SGs that take over the
excess demand. However, in the proposed controller, the overproduction slowly increases
to reach its maximum level after about 8s, then slowly decreases and causes a deceleration
of the DFIG-Based WTS, which restores more kinetic energy compared to conventional
schemes.

In scheme #1 and scheme #2, the rapid cancellation of overproduction lead to the rotor
speed recovery process to the MPPT points (Figures 10d and 11a), which are ωr = 0.8 p.u in
Cluster 1, ωr = 0.9 p.u in Cluster 2, and ωr = 1.1 p.u in Cluster 3. In the proposed scheme,
this recovery is not allocated, the rotor speed converges to ωr = 0.7088 p.u in Cluster 1,
ωr = 0.7539 p.u in Cluster 2, ωr = 0.9690 p.u in Cluster 3, and stabilizes at these points
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until the frequency is restored to its nominal band during the secondary control. It is this
deceleration that allowed us to restore enough kinetic energy to the power grid and arrest
the FN at the value closest to settling frequency which amounts to 49.8761 Hz. It can also be
observed in Figure 10a,b that, with the proposed scheme, no oscillations were experienced
in the power system frequency and the WTs output power. While with scheme #1 and
scheme #2, the output power and frequency have remarkable oscillations and take longer
to achieve the new steady state.

Figure 10b also illustrates that the WT rotor speed does not oscillate, which means
the alleviation of mechanical stresses exerted on the WTs′ shafts. This is significantly
important for power systems experiencing high WFs penetration with very large capacities.
Figure 11a,b show that the stabilized operation point under the proposed controller is
slightly lower than that of MPPT operation, as with the proposed controller, the WTs
continue to operate at the OPPT point. However, the settling frequency difference between
the two points is only 0.0064 Hz, which is very minimal. Meanwhile, the settling time
for reaching the new frequency steady state is significantly improved by 10.51 s by the
proposed controller compared to the conventional control, the settling time of scheme #1
and scheme #2 and the proposed scheme are evaluated to 43.5954, 42.3113, and 31.7937 s,
respectively. Obtained results are summarized in Table 3 and Figure 11c,d.

Table 3. Obtained results for case 1.

Parameter Controller Results

Proposed 49.8503
Frequency Scheme #2 49.8401
Nadir (Hz) Scheme #1 49.8367

MPPT 49.8324

Maximum Proposed −0.1497
frequency Scheme #2 −0.1599
deviation Scheme #1 −0.1633

(Hz) MPPT −0.1676

Settling Proposed 31.7937
time Scheme #2 42.3113
(s) Scheme #1 43.5954

Settling Proposed 49.8761
frequency Scheme #2 49.8836

(Hz) Scheme #1 49.8836
MPPT 49.8831

Cluster 1 0.7088
Proposed Cluster 2 0.7539

Converged Cluster 3 0.9690
rotor speed (p.u) Cluster 1 0.8001

Scheme #1 & #2 Cluster 2 0.9002
Cluster 3 1.1002
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120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200
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49.95

50
MPPT

Scheme #1

Scheme #2

Proposed

(a)

120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0
MPPT

Scheme #1

Scheme #2

Proposed

(b)

120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25
MPPT

Scheme #1

Scheme #2

Proposed

(c)

(d)

Figure 10. Simulation results for case 1. (a) Frequency. (b) Frequency deviation. (c) Additional power.
(d) Rotor speed.
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(a)
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0.1
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0.7

0.8

0.9
Scheme #1

Scheme #2

Proposed

MPPT

(b)

-0.1497
-0.1599 -0.1633 -0.1676

Proposed Scheme #2 Scheme #1 MPPT

-0.2

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0

Proposed Scheme #2 Scheme #1 MPPT

(c)

31.7937

42.3113 43.5954

Proposed Scheme #2 Scheme #1
0

10

20

30

40

50 Proposed Scheme #2 Scheme #1

(d)

Figure 11. Simulation results for case 1. (a) WTS power. (b) WTS power–speed trajectory. (c) Com-
parison results for frequency deviation. (d) Comparison results for settling time.

4.2. Case 2: Variable Wind Speeds and Fixed Load

The obtained results during the simulation of case study 2 are shown in Figure 12.
Remarkable fluctuations are caused by changes in weather conditions, especially

wind speed. In order to evaluate the robustness to these data, a variation of ±0.5 m/s was
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introduced in the different sites as shown in Figure 12a. It can be observed that the proposed
MPC predictive controller damped the oscillation of the system frequency considerably
compared to the traditional controllers. This is due to the fact that the output of the MPC
controller is optimally calculated following the actual deviation caused by the change in
wind speed while the traditional controllers rely on well-defined droop and coefficients
beforehand. Furthermore, the results show that traditional controllers have more irregular
frequency responses. The performance of the different controllers was evaluated using a
set of performance indicators as expressed by Equation (37) [51].

Obtained results are shown in the Figure 12 and Table 4.

ISE =
∫ ∞

0 ( f − fnom)2dt

ITSE =
∫ ∞

0 t · ( f − fnom)2dt

IAE =
∫ ∞

0 |( f − fnom)|dt

ITAE =
∫ ∞

0 t · |( f − fnom)|dt

(37)

Table 4. Comparison of performance index for case 2.

Control Scheme ISE ITSE IAE ITAE

Proposed 0.0028 0.0202 0.3022 6.7177
Scheme #1 0.0069 0.0502 0.4180 8.1983
Scheme #2 0.0070 0.0542 0.4322 8.2305

MPPT operation 0.0095 0.0567 0.4531 9.2788

120 140 160 180 200

-0.5

0

0.5
Wind variation

(a)

50 100 150 200
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3
10

-3
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Scheme #1

Scheme #2

Proposed

(b)

0 50 100 150 200
0
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0.006

0.008

0.01

MPPT

Scheme #1

Scheme #2

Proposed

(c)

0 50 100 150 200
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

MPPT

Scheme #1

Scheme #2

Proposed

(d)

0 50 100 150 200
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

MPPT

Scheme #1

Scheme #2

Proposed
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Figure 12. Simulation results for case 2. (a) Wind variation. (b) Frequency. (c) ISE. (d) ITSE. (e) IAE.
(f) ITAE.
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a fast MPC-based frequency support controller using the the WTs
rotational stored kinetic energy in multi-clusters wind farm. The suggested scheme raises
the FN closely to the settling frequency, which reduces the mechanical stresses on the WTs
during frequency events. The key novelties of the proposed scheme are listed as follows:

• The frequency Nadir enhancement: The FN is arrested closely to the settling frequency.
Indeed, the FN is improved by more than 6.1% compared to conventional schemes.

• Eliminating SFDs through the WTS’s rotor speed recovery approach: WTS rotor speed
is not designed to revert back to the MPPT point during the main frequency support.
This means that the WT does not consume any additional power from the grid for
speed recovery to MPPT during the frequency event. Therefore, no SDF will occur.

• Improving the frequency settling time: the fast MPC-based controller has enhanced
the settling time for reaching the new frequency steady state by more than 10.51 s,
compared to conventional schemes.

• Improving the frequency response during transient wind conditions and fluctuations.

Regarding the difference in wind conditions between sites on controller performance,
the stability of the WTs is ensured for all the operating band.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CCS-MPC Continuous Control Set Model Predictive Control.
DFIG Doubly-Fed Induction Generator.
FCS-MPC Finite Control Set Model Predictive Control.
FN Frequency Nadir.
GSC Grid Side Converter.
IGBT Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor.
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking.
OPPT Optimal Power Point Tracking.
PSO Power System Operator.
ROCOF Rate Of Change Of Frequency.
RSC Rotor Side Converter.
SFD Second Frequency Dip.
WF Wind Farm.
WT Wind Turbine.
f , fnom Actual and nominal system frequency.
∆ f Frequency deviation.
d f /dt Frequency derivative.
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Pm WT mechanical output power.
vω WT input Wind speed.
β Pitch angle.
ωr DFIG rotor speed.
ωrmin Cut-in rotor speed.
ωrmax Rated rotor speed.
KOpt Optimal coefficient for MPPT control.
Kin, KD ROCOF and droop loop gains.
H WT inertia constant.
vk

s , ik
s dq-axis stator voltage and current components.

vk
r , ik

r dq-axis rotor voltage and current components.
vk

f , ik
f dq-axis filter voltage and current components.

tk Current sampling time.

Appendix A

Table A1. Operating parameters of synchronous generator.

Parameter Value

Rated Power Pe (MVA) 900.00
D-Axis Synchronous Reactance Xd (p.u) 1.8000
Q-Axis Synchronous Reactance Xq (p.u) 1.7000
Stator Resistance Ra (p.u) 0.0025
Stator Leakage Inductance Xl (p.u) 0.2000
D-Axis Transient Reactance X

′

d (p.u) 0.3000
Q-Axis Transient Reactance X

′
q (p.u) 0.5500

D-Axis Subtransient Reactance X
′′

d (p.u) 0.2500
Q-Axis Subtransient Reactance X

′′
q (p.u) 0.2500

D-Axis Transient Open Circuit Time Constant T
′

d0 (s) 8.0000
Q-Axis Transient Open Circuit Time Constant T

′
q0 (s) 0.4000

D-Axis Subtransient Open Circuit Time Constant T
′′

d0 (s) 0.0300
Q-Axis Subtransient Open Circuit Time Constant T

′′
q0 (s) 0.0500

Total inertia constant H (s) 6.5000

Appendix B

Table A2. Loads and shunt capacitance connected in Kundur’s AC grid.

Bus Load Shunt Capacitance

Bus B7 (900 + j100) MVA 200 MVAr
Bus B8 (900 + j100) MVA 350 MVAr

Appendix C

Table A3. Parameters of DFIG-based WTS.

Parameter Value

Rated Power Pe (MVA) 1.50000
Rated Stator Voltage vs (V) 575.000
Rated Frequency f (Hz) 50.0000
Stator Resistance Rs (p.u) 0.00706
Rotor Resistance Rr (p.u) 0.00500
Stator Inductance Ls (p.u) 0.17100
Rotor Inductance Lr (p.u) 0.15600
Mutual Inductance Lm (p.u) 2.90000
Pole Pairs p 3
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Table A3. Cont.

Parameter Value

Leakage constant σ (p.u) 1− L2
m

LsLr
Converters rated power (p.u) 0.5
Total inertia constant H (s) 5.04000
ωrmin (p.u) 0.70000
ωrmax (p.u) 1.20000
[β◦min, β◦max] [0.00000, 45.0000]

Maximum
dβ

dt
(◦/s) 2.00000

[c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6] [0.5176, 116, 0.4, 5, 21, 0.0068]
vnom (m/s) at Pe = 0.73 (p.u) 12.0000
KOpt 0.42250
Kin 2H
KD

1
R(%)

Pitch controller gain Kp 500
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